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file is working fine..Fantastic Holiday Gift – Burt
Reynolds Beer Burt Reynolds is one of my all time
favorite Hollywood actors and for Christmas I wanted to
treat my oldest son to a small batch beer from him. We
talked to the folks at BeerAdvocate.com and they gave
us a couple of recommendations. The first was a stout
from Wicked Weed called “Adventurous,” and the
second was a lager from Flying Dog called “Burt
Reynolds Lager.” Adventurous: 5.9% ABV | Belgian
Style Stout Burt Reynolds Lager: 4.9% ABV | American
Lager I wasn’t sure I wanted a 5.9% ABV stout in a beer
which is usually a sessionable beer, so I ordered the Burt
Reynolds Lager. The beer tasted good, and I really liked
the level of smoothness it had. It was really light in the
body and had a nice, sweet malty flavor. I would buy it
again if I was in the mood for a lighter beer. + 1 4 + 5 . 20*v+29Collectthetermsin-2*d+246
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of the corpus luteum during the estrous
cycle and early pregnancy in the rat.
Morphometric analysis of the rat
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corpus luteum (CL) was performed at
defined stages of the estrous cycle and
early pregnancy. Progesteroneproducing CL cells were recognized on
the basis of location, morphology, and
steroidogenic capability. The major
morphometric parameters measured
included: nuclear area and the
percentage of nuclear area covered by
nucleoli; nuclear eccentricity, as
determined by means of distance
between nucleus and lumen of the CL;
and mean nuclear diameter. In
addition, the height of the CL and the
length of the CL from the outer
surface of the uterus to the center of
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the nucleus were determined. At all
stages of the estrous cycle and early
pregnancy studied, the majority of CL
cells were spherical and had small
nuclei. In cyclic rats, the mean nuclear
area (1,080 micron 2) was significantly
less than that measured in 2d92ce491b
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